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Abstract

On Tore Supra, the frequency spectra of the turbulent fluctuations often
have two peaks centered on some positive and negative values. These two
peaks correspond to a poloidai motion of electron turbulence in opposite
directions. In this paper, a criterion is elaborated allowing us to distin-
guish, in time, density fluctuations converted in the parallel from those in
the anti-parallel direction with respect to the analysing wavevector. Two
signals are thus extracted out of one. The validity of our model is exper-
imentally checked up by comparing the auto-correlation coefficients and
the frequency spectra computed for the whole and the separated signals.
Consequently, the frequency spectrum is studied in detail as a function of
the analysing wavenumber leading to an accurate determination of some
plasma properties.

1 Introduction
An accurate determination of plasma turbulence properties is vital in order to
understand its role in the energy confinement in tokamaks. As a matter of fact,
turbulence in the core causes anomalous transport of energy towards the edge,
while near the walls, turbulence mixing property helps to protect the boundaries
from the formation of hot points. This complementary role emphasises the need
for comprehension of turbulence in the two regions.



Infra-red light scattering supplies us with the measure of the density fluctu-
ations about a given scale via a spatial Fourier transform (n(k,V,t)). In Tore
Supra, this diagnostic is called ALTAIR [1]. The volume of integration V extends
over a vertical chord crossing the plasma centre leading to k = k$. However, for
a given angle of the analysing wavevector k with the poloidal plane, a region is
selected where the fluctuations are perpendicular to the magnetic field lines. In
consequence, the dimension of V as well as its position in the plasma depend,
for a given k, on the pitch angle. This localisation of the light scattering mea-
surements was thoroughly discussed in reference [2]. In figure 1, a schema of a
poloidal cross-section of Tore Supra is illustrated with the conventions used in
this paper.

In spite of this localisation, the frequency spectra are often formed of two
main broad peaks centered on some positive and negative values [3]. This fact
implies that the signal amplitude studied in [4] is caused by two population of
electrons travelling in opposite directions. Furthermore, when the probing volume
is positioned around the edge, it was suggested that the change in the sign of
the average velocity is due to the electric field inversion before the wall [5, 6].
Consequently, the scattering signal contains information about two regions in
the plasma both near the edge; one is toward the core, while the other is toward
the wall including the SOL. An effort was made to extract the information about
these two regions using a fit of the frequency spectra by a lorentzian or a gaussian
function [7].

In this paper, we aim at determining the properties of the two regions by
separating their contributions to the temporal signal. This is made possible by
the sign of the phase which, due to the Doppler shift, takes positive or negative
values depending on whether the fluctuations are convected in the parallel or
anti-parallel directions to k. A model is proposed where the signal is assumed
to_be caused by bunches of electrons convected at velocities parallel to k and
—k. A criterion results from such model allowing us to derive two signals out of
one. The validity of our approach is checked up by computing the correlation
coefficients and the frequency spectra. It is demonstrated that the resultant data
sets preserve the statistical properties of the mother signal which are related to
the turbulent flow. In consequence, the determination of turbulence properties
in the two regions is readily shown.

2 Parallel and Anti-parallel Density Fluctuations
to the Analysing Wavevector

The purpose of this section is to estimate under what conditions the temporal
fluctuations with wavevectors equal to k from those equal to — k can be separated.
We start by determining the criterion for a simple example where one bunch



of electrons moving at a constant velocity is assumed to induce the scattering.
Next, this approach is generalised to the case where this group have a velocity
distribution. Finally, the case of a great number of bunches is considered.

Light scattering signal is proportional to

* , (1)

where electron positions is denoted by f\ and N(t) is their total number in the
analysing volume. We use this expression instead of n(k, V, t) because, as we shall
see later on, it simplifies the calculations and enlarge the scope of application of
our method to cases where the condition 1/fc >• XD may not be met; A^ is the
Debye length.

2.1 The Criterion for One Bunch of Electrons
Consider the case where the signal is due to one bunch of electrons moving in the
poloidal plane at a constant velocity u. The position at a time t is fi = ut + foi
where roi is the initial position at t — At, At being the sampling time. The signal
becomes proportional to

ik-r°i. (2)

The summation reflects the bunch spatial property; for further discussion, we
write it in the form

When the probability distribution function of the electron positions, P(fo,t), is
an even function of ?o, its spatial Fourier transform is real. Therefore, it does
not contribute to the signal phase. Putting expression (2) in the form ae%<t>^\ we
obtain <f>(t) = k.ut. Accordingly, at a given time, the criterion reads

d<f>/dt > 0 =*• k.u > 0 =^ fluctuations parallel to k,

d<f>/dt < 0 =» k.u < 0 ^- fluctuations parallel to — k.

In the case of spatially homogeneous density fluctuations, P(ro) is constant,
leading to a signal proportional to 8(k). Therefore, in the present case where
k ^ 0, homogeneous or incoherent fluctuations does not yield a signal.

Let us assume now, that each electron has a uniform motion fi = u,< + ro;
leading to

N{t)



At a given time, electrons can have the same velocity but their initial positions
must be distinct due to Pauli's exclusion principle. Expression (3) can thus be
written in the form

JV'(t)
(4)

The summation in the parenthesis is performed over electron positions having a
given velocity; their total number is denoted by iVu. (t). The sum over i integrates
the various velocities with total number denoted by N'(t). Expression (4) is re-
written in the form

i(t) ~ J duP(u, t)N(u, ty%Mt Jv df0Pu(f0, t)e
iLr~° . (5)

The probability density of the electron velocities is P(u, £), while the probability
distribution of r*o and their number having a velocity u are respectively Pu(f0, t)
andiV(t?,t).

In general, turbulence is composed of coherent and incoherent fluctuations.
By coherent fluctuations we designate the property of electron fluctuations to
form spatial structures. Incoherence designates rather homogeneous fluctuations
throughout the volume where Pu(fo) is constant, and as it was already empha-
sised, no contribution at k ^ 0 is expected. Therefore, the homogeneous compo-
nent of the density fluctuations is neglected in the forthcoming discussion.

Consider the case where the probability distribution can be written in the
form P(ur) = P{u — U)', the average velocity of the whole bunch is U.

Furthermore, the relation between the number of electrons with a certain
velocity and velocity itself is assumed to have the form

N(u,t) = N(t)<p(N,u-U).

For example, if the number of electrons is independent of their velocity, if would
be equal to unity; if the number of electrons is linearly proportional to u, we have

Finally, the probability density of the electron positions is written in the form

Pu(f0) = Pu{r0 - A ) ,

where ilo is the first order moment of the bunch spatial distribution.
Putting these expressions in (5), we get a scattering signal proportional to

where the primes of u were dropped off for the sake of simplicity.
Consequently, the criterion obtained above remains valid for any distribution

of the electron velocity field (P(u)), for any relation that the number of elec-
trons can have with the velocity field (<p(N, u)) and for any spatially coherent
distribution of the electrons (Pu(r0)) that obeys to the following hypotheses.



1. The three functions (</?, P and Pu) dependence on velocity and space can
be written in the form g(u — U) and g'(f0 — RQ). This hypothesis suppose
that the first order moments are well-defined.

2. The product P(u)ip(N,u) as well as Pu(fo) are even at all times. The
property of being even describes a symmetric (non-skewed) distributions
around the first order moments.

Under these conditions the integrals in (6) alter only the amplitude of the
signal, and they do not give rise to additional time-dependent phase terms. The
signal can thus be written in the form ae'** where 6 is the time derivative of the
phase equal to k.U.

2.2 The Criterion for Several Bunches
Let us consider the case where a number Nf, of bunches are instantaneously
present in the analysing volume with fluctuations at scales about 1/k. This model
of bunches of electrons is in fact inspired by the behaviour of the signal amplitude
in time which is formed of peaks with various amplitudes as it was emphasised in
reference [4]. Expression (6) is put in the form a^' where j denotes a certain
bunch, and a,- and <£,- reflect respectively its spatial inhomogeneity and k.Uj, Uj
being its average velocity. The signal can thus be written in the form

Nb

3=1

The sign of d<$ is determined by

Nb # Nb #

(7)
In general, both the amplitude and phase of the bunches present in the

analysing volume play a role in the sign of d<$.
It will be experimentally demonstrated in section 3.2.2, that the parallel and

anti-parallel velocities are of the same order leading to <f>j ~ — <£,/. Moreover,
it will be also shown in section 3.1.2 that the bunches propagating in opposite
directions are not correlated. So, the second term of expression (7) is negelected
with respect to the first.

In order to estimate the relative importance of the last term, which reflects
the role of the amplitude variation, we put a3- = aoexp^jt. The last term is
neglected when compared to the first because

1. of the factor (7^ — 7,/) whenever 7,- and 7,/ are of the same order and with
the same sign;



2. of exp(7j + *fj')t when they have the same amplitude but their signs axe
different;

3. its increase with time is linear when 7,- » 7,-/, and thus remains small when
compared to the exponential increase of the first term.

Accordingly, to the leading order, the sign of d t$ is that of J2j=i a)4>i which

can be divided into parallel (E^ i a+,j4>+,j) ^ d anti-parallel (£j/L~i«i,j,^_j')
parts; iV&+ and iV&_ are the number of bunches with parallel and anti-parallel ve-
locities respectively. The phase derivative sign reflects then the groups with the
highest intensity (i.e. (a+) > (a-)) occurring the most frequently (iVj,+ > iV&_)
in the analysing volume; the brackets indicate statistical averaging. This is the
conclusion drawn in reference [4] where the multifractal theory was employed to
explain the singular behaviour of the signal modulus. It was concluded that the
light scattering signal at a given time reflects the strongest singularities occurring
the most frequently in the analysing volume. Besides, we recall that the separa-
tion procedure based on the presence of either parallel or anti-parallel structures
to k is made possible by the singular character of the turbulent dissipative struc-
tures. Without this property, their is no clear reason for the signal to reflect in a
lapse of time a given direction.

The criterion established in the previous paragraph remains valid with an
average velocity equal to

g

whenever the parallel fluctuations are the most singular and appear frequently.
In the opposite case, the average velocity is

=i aj

Note that the velocity is weighted by the density fluctuations intensity distribu-
tion.

To sum up, we recall that the starting point is to divide turbulent fluctuations
into coherent and incoherent. Incoherent fluctuations do not give rise to a scat-
tering signal. For convected coherent fluctuations, we assume that on the average
their spatial form is rather concentrated around a given position (g(f — R)) in
a symmetric way (Pu(f0) is even). The same kind of hypotheses are made for
the velocity distribution. Under these conditions, the signal phase reflects the
average velocity of the bunch. The generalisation to several bunches is rather
straightforward with no further assumptions made other than taking advantage
of the fact that parallel and anti-parallel velocities are of the same order and the
correspondent fluctuations are not correlated. The phase derivative indicates the
average velocity of the fluctuations with the highest intensities appearing most
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frequently in the analysing volume. Hence, positive and negative dt$ will indicate
fluctuations parallel to k and — k respectively.

2.3 Two Data Sets out of One

Here, it is shown how practically two temporal signals can be extracted each
reflecting electrons moving in a given direction. We recall that the signal is
proportional to n(k, V, t) which can be written in the forms X + iY and Ae1*; its
modulus is denoted by F(k,t) the density three-dimensional spectrum [8]. The
temporal phase derivative is computed as

5 £ _ (Idn) , ldn 1 dA
dt \n (H I

The values of X and Y are put equal to 0 where d t$ is found negative leading to
X+ and >+; the opposite operation leads to X- and YL. Replacing the extracted
part by 0 has the advantage to conserve energy at all times F(k,t) = F+(k,t) +
F-(k,t). This would not have been the case if the filling was performed by a low
intensity noise or simply eliminated.

The data studied hereafter are obtained on the Tore Supra tokamak during
stationary ohmic discharges with a toroidal magnetic field BT = 3.5 T, a plasma
current Ip = 1.3 MA, an average density njje = 3.5 x 1019 m~3 and a safety
factor q(a) = 3.5. The ALTAIR wavenumbers ranges from 3 to 14 cm"1. More
on the plasma configuration can be found in reference [9].

In figure 2 is illustrated a typical example of the temporal evolution of the
density three-dimensional spectrum as well as d*$ for k — 5 cm"1. The dark grey
parts of the phase derivative form the parallel fluctuations to fc, while the light
grey ones yield the anti-parallel contribution. It is obvious that high amplitudes
possess either positive or negative phase derivative occurring at relatively long
lapses with respect to the sampling time. This observation is in agreement with
the assumption that, for small lapses of time, one can consider the signal as due
to bunches of electrons with a given velocity direction with respect to fc; this
statement is verified statistically in the next section.

2.4 Remarks

Some particular issues are discussed in this subsection, especially those which
might cause some difficulties when applying the separation procedure or those
which might lead to the misuse of the method.

• From the starting point, we considered only a uniform motion of the elec-
trons neglecting the gyro-motion. As a matter of fact, a sum over a great
number of electrons makes the gyro-contribution vanish because of their



random phase angle. Another reason allowing us to neglect this contribu-
tion is that the scales about which turbulence is studied is generally much
larger than the Larmor radius (kpe<i < 1 ) .

• When electrons axe subject to oscillations at distinct frequencies, the Fourier
transform is proportional to J2j &(k — kj), where 5 is the Kronecker function
and kj is an oscillation wavevector. Hence, the choice of a k fixes the oscil-
lation which is reflected in the signal (fc = kj). The separation procedure
occurs in this case automatically where the frequency spectrum is formed
of distinct peaks centered on the distinct oscillation frequencies.

• As the amplitude tends to zero, the phase takes random values as well as
its temporal derivative. Such instants do not contribute to the statistical
properties of the signals because they do not reflect density fluctuations
and do not contain energy.

• A source of error in the separation procedure could occurs when (a+) 3>
(a_) but (0+) <S (<£-)• It could lead to a negative phase derivative indi-
cating that (a+) is going in the anti-parallel direction. It was stated, and
it can be verified from the frequency spectra that this case is rarely present
in our measurements because the average velocities on both sides from zero
are of the same order. But even when it happens, the same probability
exists as for the opposite process to happen, that is, (a_) is counted to be
parallel to k. Hence, although some rare events might be counted on the
'wrong side', the statistical properties are in fact not altered and neither is
the total energy in each direction.

• In the particular case when all the bunches amplitudes are approximately
equal, it can be shown rather easily (especially if one puts JV& = 2) that the
sign of the phase derivative is that of max(|(<£+)|,|(</>_)|). Hence, when all
the amplitudes are equal, the phase derivative will reflect the bunch with
the highest velocity. Such process is random in the case where (<£+) and
(<£_) are of the same order. Consequently, the error does not contribute to
an anomalous increase of the energy on one side with respect to the other.

• Consider a frequency spectrum formed of one peak centred on some positive
frequency (k.U > 0) and possessing a width due to a diffusive process that
spreads out to negative frequencies. In this case the negative part is not
due to some convection. The application of the separation method, while
it restores the positive side in a satisfactory way, yields a negative part
which does not behave in the same manner as the positive one with respect
to the analysing wavenumber and other experimental parameters. The
interpretation of the results has thus to be made with care because of the
convection hypothesis.
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In the next section, we aim at proving that the assumptions which led to the
criterion are generally valid.

3 Experimental Verification
The verification of the separation method is made using two techniques. The
auto-correlation coefficient is used to check out the short-time properties of the
separated signals. The frequency spectrum indicates whether the signals have
kept their global properties namely their intensity and their Doppler shifts. In
consequence, the properties of turbulence are determined independently on either
sides of the poloidal velocity inversion point.

3.1 Short-time Validation
3.1.1 The Correlation Coefficient

We gave in figure 2 a visual example of how the amplitude behaves in time as
well as the correspondent phase derivative. If the 'image' of bunches of electrons
moving in a given direction with respect to k incorrect, then the temporal short-
time coherence of the dissipative peaks of F(k, t) should not suffer much when
the signal is separated into two parts. To verify statistically this fact, the auto-
correlation coefficients of F(k, t), F+(k, t) and F_(fc, t), denoted by C, C+ and C_,
are determined. The result is plotted in figure 3(a). It is readily demonstrated
that the short-time coherence of the signal is not altered by our manipulation.
As a matter of fact, the correlation amplitude is the same for the three graphs
reflecting the same degree of coherence in the three time series. We deduce that
considering the signal to be due to bunches of electron moving in a given direction
is thus valid.

Let rc, TC+ and rc_ be the time corresponding to the half-width of C, C+ and
C- respectively. In figure 3(b) rc+ and rc_ are represented against the analysing
wavenumber. The best fit indicates a power law of the form

very much similar to what was found in reference [4] for rc. We deduce that the
separation procedure does not distort the signal short-time properties. In the
case where the Nyquist criterion is met (the acquisition frequency is greater than
twice the largest characteristic turbulent time-scale) this conclusion is true at all
wavenumbers.

3.1.2 Radial Correlation

The inversion of the poloidal velocity may be caused by the inversion of the radial
electric field near the wall [5]. Without going into the details about what control



the change in the direction of the poloidal velocity, we assume that each average
velocity direction comes from a radially distinct region in the analysing volume
(see figure 1). The goal here is to investigate whether a convection from one
region to the other is taking place.

We are led to cross-correlate parallel and anti-parallel fluctuations. Two sam-
ples of the cross-correlation coefficient defined as

c
+~ yJ(Fl)(Fl) '

are plotted in figure 4. Because zeros are included in the signals, C+-(r = 0) is
equal to 0. The above cross-correlation has a physical meaning for times greater
than the typical auto-correlation time. For times longer thanmax(rc+, rc_), C+_
tends rapidly to C+_(oo) indicating no correlation between parallel and anti-
parallel fluctuations with respect to k. We conclude that there is no overall
propagation of the fluctuations from one side to another. Nevertheless, a sta-
tistical dependence is detected whenever coherent structures are present like the
MARFE[10].

3.1.3 Summary

It is emphasised here that the short-time coherence of the peaks is unaltered by
the separation procedure. If, in general and at a given time, the signal was due to
fluctuations of several groups of electrons moving in both directions, the coherence
of the structures should significantly decrease after the separation because the
two contributions are independent. This fact was demonstrated by correlating
the fluctuations in the two directions and was found null.

In this framework, we conclude that the dissipative peaks are fluctuations
moving poloidally in the parallel and anti-parallel directions with respect to k.
They possess strong short-time correlation, and they are not correlated among
each other.

3.2 Global Properties by the Frequency spectra

The global properties of the signals are described by the frequency spectrum
|n(fc,u>)|2 which is determined for X + iY (denoted by S), X+ + iY+ (S+) and
X- + iY- (S-). The three spectra are plotted in figure 5 for k = 12 cm"1, where
5" is formed of two peaks centred at positive and negative frequencies. When
compared to 5", it is clear that S+ and S- reproduce in a satisfactory manner the
positive and negative sides respectively. The Doppler shifts are also conserved on
both sides. We deduce that the signal associated to positive and negative phase
derivatives possess parallel and anti-parallel average velocity with respect to k as
expected.
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If the integrals of expression (6) contributed to the phase, random values
would thus be added to the phase. Such situation would lead to distorted fre-
quency spectra not necessarily centred at k.U when compared to the spectrum
of the whole signal. Hence, comparing the three frequency spectra, we conclude
that the global properties of the signals are conserved after separating the two
contributions.

In the next subsection the dependence of the frequency spectrum on k is
investigated. We recall first some theoretical aspects, and then we apply our
method to show the good agreement between theory and experiment. Two goals
are to be achieved. The first is to demonstrate that our procedure is valid. The
second is to discuss the dependence of 5 on the analysing wavenumber and to
extract some plasma properties.

3.2.1 Theoretical Considerations

Let us consider a plasma where the fluctuations of temperature and density are
small. The velocity and pressure are left unperturbed at small scales leading to
the state of a compressible plasma at equilibrium. After performing Taylor de-
composition into averaged quantities and fluctuating ones (denoted with primes),
one can linearise the conservation equations leading to

dtn' = Xe W .

Xe here is the neoclassical electron thermal diffusivity and dt = dt + u.V where
u is the average velocity field. The temporal Laplace and the spatial Fourier
transforms are applied leading to

*,(«) = |n'(fc,u,)|2 = *f u2Jn'(k,t = 0)|2 . (9)
(W - k.U)2 + ( fc 2 ) 2

after multiplying by n'(k, t = 0)*. The shape of the spectrum is a Lorentzian,
centred at k.u with a half width equal to x«k2. The spectrum intensity is the
amount of fluctuations at the analysing scale.

When pressure and velocity fluctuations are included keeping the magnetic
field constant (electrostatic fluctuations), the conservation equations of the fluc-
tuating quantities are the same as for neutral fluid. It can be shown [11] that
after linearisation an analytical expression of the frequency spectrum can still be
obtained with no major changes in the frequency domain [—1.5, +1-5] MHz; this
range corresponds to the bandwidth of the experimental set-up ALTAIR within
which the study of the density fluctuations is performed. Outside this domain,
the pressure modes are also reflected by the frequency spectrum.

Taking into account the non-linear terms, an analytical expression of the
frequency spectrum can no longer be computed without making further assump-
tions. In the present work, we consider small density and temperature fluc-
tuations when compared to the velocity fluctuations. The equations governing
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density as well as temperature fluctuations can still be linearised. Meanwhile,
the average velocity field is altered by the non-linear term (u ' .W) leading to a
distribution of u. Consequently, the non-linearities are assumed to mainly con-
tribute to two points: they make the average velocity throughout the analysing
volume no longer constant but describes a distribution P(u), and change Xe to
be the turbulent diffusivity constant Xe,turb- In general, the average velocity dis-
tribution in the analysing volume may exist without turbulence. In this case,
the forthcoming discussion is also valid for small fluctuations with Xe being the
neoclassical diffusivity constant.

The frequency spectrum becomes equal to

S(k,u) = JduP(u)Su(u) . (10)

It includes the two major contributions: microscopic reflected by Xe and macro-
scopic by P(u).

The role of the velocity distribution is assessed by considering a distribution
of the form P((u — U)/<ru). Two limits can be calculated analytically. The first
is when auk -C Xe&2 where velocity can be assumed to be constant. This case
was already treated and the result is expression (9) where u is replaced by U.

The other limit is when auk » Xe&2- Integral (10) is solved by replacing the
Lorentzian by a Kronecker function, 5{u — ku), leading to

In consequence, the shape of the spectrum reflects the velocity distribution.
The difference between the two limits may be crucial to the quantities ex-

tracted from the frequency spectrum. In the forthcoming paragraphs, we make
use of the separation procedure to investigate the characteristics of the frequency
spectrum.

3.2.2 The Dispersion Relation

It was already shown that after separating the signal into two, the frequency
spectrum is formed of two spectra on both side of 0. On the other hand, it was
demonstrated that the central frequency of S(k,w) is k.U. We take advantage of
these facts to determine the dispersion relation for the two regions. In figure 6,
the frequency corresponding to maximum intensity, /o = wo/27r, is plotted with
respect to the analysing wavenumber. The fit by a linear law is quite satisfactory
and demonstrates that the electron fluctuations observed are converted at the
poloidal velocities

U+ = 1.3 ± 0.15 km/s U. = -1.2 ± 0.1 km/s

in the electron and ion diamagnetic directions respectively.
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3.2.3 The Average Width

The behaviour of the spectra width with k is not the same in the two limits
discussed above. As a matter of fact, a linear increase indicates that the macro-
scopic properties of turbulence dominate. A quadratic increase with k strongly
suggest that it is the microscopic properties of turbulence that are reflected by
S. This fact offers a reliable way to test which of the two effects dominates the
frequency spectra in a given range of the analysing wavenumber. In consequence,
it will permit us to know what quantity the width reflects.

The dependence of the half-width on k is illustrated in figure 7. The best fit
yields a power law close to

~ k\

It demonstrates that, in fact, it is the velocity distribution that dominates. Con-
sequently, from A / = cuk the average variance of P(u) in V is obtained

<7U+ = 1.45 ± 0.22 <ru- = 1.83 ± 0.19 km/s.

It is interesting to note that experimentally one obtains Xe ~ 1 m2/s for a
half-width with the expression A / = Xefc2; this value is close to what is usually
obtained from the global energy conservation analysis. Because, auk ~ Xefc2 with
reasonable values of Xe> the scales where the microscopic properties should be
reflected in the frequency spectrum is probably not far from the present fc-range.
Due to the fc2-dependence of the spectra half-width in the microscopic regime,
one could explain why the scaling exponents are (or may be) found greater than
1. To conclude, in general it is the combination of Xe? cr*. and fc that control the
spectra form. A reliable way to test which of the contribution is reflected by the
frequency spectra is to determine the dependence of the width on the analysing
wavevector.

3.2.4 The fc-Spectrum

The fc-spectrum in Tore Supra, as it was presented in reference [4], possess a
scaling exponent about —2.9. Here, we determine the same spectrum for the two
signals independently by integrating the frequency spectra. This result is plotted
in fig. 8 where the scaling exponent is also found to be about —2.9. This result
confirms that the separation procedure did not alter the dependence on k which
is a property of turbulence. On the other hand, the ratio of the average parallel
against anti-parallel fluctuations intensity is

= 2.7 ± 0.5 .

We deduce that more fluctuations are moving along fc than along — fc. From the
geometry of the experiment, this fact indicates that more fluctuations travel in
the electron than in the ion diamagnetic direction.
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4 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a procedure which can be applied to the signals of
light scattering. Based on the phase derivative, it enables us to separate the
fluctuations which propagate in the parallel direction to the analysing wavevector
from those that move in the opposite direction. The validity of the criterion
proposed is verified by investigating the conservation of the local as well as the
global properties of the separated signals.

The correlation amplitude did not suffer from our treatment meaning that
the dissipative structures of the energy at a given scale conserve their short-time
coherence. The two separated signals coming from radially spaced regions, the
correlation between them supplies us with information about whether an overall
radial motion is present. No such global motion is identified.

The central frequency of the spectra have either positive, for S+, or negative,
for S-, values. This result indicates that our goal is achieved, that is, to sepa-
rate the fluctuations into those corresponding to positive and negative k.U. The
separation procedure enables us a more comprehensive study of the frequency
spectra. Using ohmic discharges on Tore Supra, it is demonstrated that the elec-
tron turbulent fluctuations are convected poloidally. The role of the probability
distribution of the velocity is put forward in the parametric investigation of the
width against k. Finally, the relative amount of fluctuations convected in the
electron with respect to those in the ion diamagnetic direction is estimated.
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List of Figures
1 A poloidal cross-section of Tore Supra with some characteristics
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Figure 1: A poloidal cross-section of Tore Supra with some characteristics of
the infra-red light scattering diagnostic ALTAIR. The grey area schematises V,
the volume where the fluctuations measurements are performed, ki, is the laser
wavevector which induces the scattering and k^o is the detection wavevector. k
is the analysing wavevector. U+ and U- represent the average velocities moving
in the paxallel and anti-parallel directions to k. The region where the average
velocity changes sign is schematised by a dashed line.
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Figure 2: The signal modulus F(k, t) at k = 5 cm 1 plotted with the correspon-
dent phase derivative; in dark grey the positive values of d<$ and in light grey
the negative ones.
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Figure 3: (a), the auto-correlation coefficients, for A; = 5 cm"1, of F(k,t) (solid
line), of F+(k, t) (dashed line) and of F_(fc, t) (dash-dotted line), (b), dependence
of rc+ (*) and rc_ (o) on k is shown.
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Figure 4: Two samples of the cross-correlation coefficient between F+ and F_.
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Figure 5: The frequency spectrum of the X + iY (solid line), of X+ + iY+ (dashed
line) and of X- + iY- (dash-dotted line).
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Figure 6: Behaviour of the central frequency with respect to the analysing
wavevector for both positive (*) and negative (o) sides.
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Figure 7: Behaviour of the frequency spectra width with respect to the analysing
wavevector for both positive (*) and negative (o) sides.
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Figure 8: Behaviour of the total energy with respect to the analysing wavevector
for both positive (*) and negative (o) sides.
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